Give it a Go! Kayak Support
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to attach the regulation safety flag I have to carry. We
As the tide is still very high, one-by-one the swimmers
also stow the liquid feeds and refreshments that he will
ease themselves off the stone steps outside Meadfoot
need during the race; we secure these on top of the kayak
Beach Café into the water - and now there’s a melée of
under the decklines. Andy has prepared two doubleswimmers lined up along the shore. I have my eyes firmly
bottle packs that can each be tied to a throwing line and
fixed on Andy’s turquoise swimming cap and I give him
he asks me to stop him every 40-45 minutes so he can get
what I hope is an encouraging wave. Suddenly the starter
some essential liquid nutrition.
gun goes off – here we go! The swimmers are heading
This makes me realise what an epic undertaking this
round the left hand side of the rock known as East Shag,
8-mile sea swim really is. It’s a really big Bay and once
heading towards the first marker buoy. I slide in amongst
out there, Andy will be no more than a tiny dot in the
the bobbing heads and claim my charge; he is already
sea. He tells me
swimming
that he breathes
steadily.
This makes me realise what an epic undertaking
on both sides so I
Once in
this 8-mile sea swim really is. It’s a really big Bay
can choose which
the
water and
and once out there, Andy will be no more than a
side of him to
underway,
the
tiny dot in the sea.
stay on; he’d like
swimmer can’t
me to keep really close, with my cockpit alongside him at
see very much so Andy only has a hazy idea of where he
all times.
is going; he is relying on me to lead him on the most
Now it’s after 10.30am and kayakers have to get their
direct route possible to avoid extending the distance
boats on the water. I don my yellow and black tabard
unnecessarily. I am finding that I have to concentrate
with a large number 2 on it. This corresponds with
quite hard to make sure I stay in position next to him.
Andy’s swimmer number, which has been marked onto
Although he is swimming well, a kayak can easily go
his hand. About 30 kayakers are now paddling around
much faster so I try to find a gentle rhythm that keeps me
just off the beach being carefully checked and counted,
reassuringly in his view when he comes up for air.
while the swimmers line up on the shore.
We’ve now passed the first buoy and there are roving
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he first I hear of Torbay Sea Swim needing
experienced sea kayakers is when Totnes Canoe Club
emails me to ask if I will help. I am amazed to discover
that these high endurance swimmers will undertake an
8-mile, non-wetsuit, non-stop round trip right across
the Bay and back. Every swimmer needs his or her own
dedicated kayaker in order to compete.
After getting in touch with this year’s Swim Secretaries
Steve and Helen Price I learn more about what I might
be letting myself in for. I’ll have to stay glued closely
to my swimmer, leading him or her through the waves
from one marker buoy to the next; this can be for up
to 6 hours (although most take 3.5 to 4.5 hours to
complete the course).
Swimmers can bring their own kayaker or they can ask
for a local kayaker to be provided; I am to be one of these.
After signing up I am sent instructions and am asked to
present myself at a safety briefing on the day at 9.30am at
Meadfoot Beach Café.
Early that morning, I team up with my regular kayaking
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pals Karen and Jenny. We pack up all our equipment – sea
kayaks on the roof, paddles between the seats, spray decks,
buoyancy jackets, wetsuits, rash vests, hats, sunblock,
sandwiches, water, waterproof bags and so on and head to
Meadfoot in good time. We are delighted to discover that
we can park opposite the beach. However, oops, there is
no beach where we can leave the kayaks as the tide is very
high, so we leave them on top of the car and head over to
Meadfoot Beach Café to register. It’s wonderfully sunny
with blue skies and calm seas – perfect!
Here we find lots of swimmers and kayakers nervously
milling around and waiting for the safety briefing. After
signing in and kitting up we decide to paddle our kayaks
around to the beach’s long, stone slipway and pull them
up there until we are required to report on the water at
10.40am (for a race start at 11am).
The race briefing begins and kayakers are introduced to
their swimmers and talked through the safety procedures.
Once the briefing is complete, my swimmer and
temporary new best friend, Andy and I head to my kayak
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The British Long Distance Swimming Association (BLDSA) holds its annual Torbay
Open Water Swim Championship from Meadfoot Beach to Brixham and back. Anita
Newcombe travels as a safety kayaker.
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safety kayakers to make sure we are able to spot the next
one in sequence. Once we are at the second buoy it’s
time to stop Andy for his first feed-break. This is more
difficult than I had anticipated, as he can’t hear in the
water. I have to bang on the kayak, shout and wave
before I get his attention. He is glad to surface for a
quick stop and an energy-fix though. I pass the feed
bottles to him, safely attached to the throwing line (he’s
not allowed to touch the kayak at any time).
On we go and pass buoy number three and then
four. There are three high-speed Sea Swim safety boats
warding off jet skiers and motorboats from our long line of
swimmers, now strung out across the Bay. Boy – the safety
boat skippers can drive those things! Now I’m looking for
the turnaround buoy that marks the halfway point. Yikes
- it appears to be on the beach! Off goes another safety
boat and the buoy is soon fixed back into position. I guide
Andy around the magic half-way point and once we are
well clear, we stop for another quick nutrition break.
Although the conditions have been wonderful till now,
a strongish breeze is picking up and along with the tide,
we find ourselves being pushed out to sea beyond the
line of buoys. This is a worry as I don’t want Andy to
swim further than he needs. There are several kayakers
with their associated swimmers right behind me as I
turn the kayak’s bow towards Paignton to compensate
for the drift; they catch me up and now swimmers and
kayakers are all clustered together. Andy pops up to
say that he is feeling claustrophobic being boxed in like
this so we strike out and the group soon spaces itself out
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comfortably again.
We’ve finally arrived at the second-to-last buoy but our
goal at Meadfoot Beach, whilst being in sight, is still a
long, long way away. We have to pass around every buoy
properly, however tempting it is to head straight for East
Shag and Meadfoot Beach. Now the safety boats are
swooping around us protecting us from 2 pleasure boats
that are crossing right in front of the beach. This creates
a lot of waves and I am watching Andy carefully to make
sure he is ok. Now there is a definite swell running
in behind the ‘yakkers’ and I have to paddle steadily
backwards to avoid leaving Andy behind.
A final watery fuel stop and I tell Andy that the end
is in sight. Although there are many swimmers ahead
of us, he has been keeping up a really steady pace and
I am amazed and hugely impressed by his stamina and
determination. The people on the beach are starting
to get bigger as we close in and I can hear people
cheering and clapping. A loudspeaker comes to life and
identifies Andy as Swimmer Number Two approaching.
I have to make sure that Andy touches the finish buoy
and then I leave him, land on the beach, jump out and
join people on the beach clapping and cheering him
in. Five hours – what an achievement! My kayaking
pals Karen and Jenny are not far behind and once we’ve
checked in properly with the organisers, we all head to
the café for a well-earned hot chocolate. It’s been an
amazing day. If you are a swimmer or a kayaker why
not give it a go next year? ¢
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